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Dawn

Sleet

Glacier

Midnight

There’s something magical about a still winter 
morning when everything in sight is coated in 
crystalline perfection. Our innovative glazing 

process brings the quiet beauty and sparkle of a 
winter morning into your home.

By mixing texture and glaze on both sides of the 
glass, Our Frost Collection keeps a  

monochromatic feel while retaining the natural 
variation of the outdoors.

The soft linear texture is used both vertical and 
horizontal directions creating 4 different finish 

aspects to this collection maintaining a  
random, organic feel to installations.

FROS28SL | Sleet

www.bellavitatile.com

frost
textured glass tile



° Product is clear float glass with a glazed rear face. Due to the clear nature 
of the material some “shadows” may be visible at tile edge when viewed at an 
angle. This is not a manufacturing defect

° Inspect all product prior to installation for any  
visible defects or unacceptable color/shade variation. Claims are not accepted 
after installation
 
° Install using polymer or latex modified thin set mortars. Do NOT install using 
mastic and/or epoxy
 
° Suggested grout width is 2mm
 
° For best results cutting, use a score & snap glass/tile cutter with a new cutting 
wheel. If necessary use a wet saw or angle grinder with a blade specifically 
designed to cut glass
 
° After cutting, smooth any rough or sharp edges with a diamond  
honing stone or pad 
 
° Before gouting follow mortar manufacturer’s  
instructions to allow for full cure of thin set - usually 36 to 48 hours
 
° Grout only with non-sanded cementicious grouts. Using a sanded grout may 
scratch some surfaces

° After initial wash ensure all remaining “grout haze” is buffed off with a dry 
cloth before 24 hours have elapsed

° To clean use a damp sponge with warm water. For heavy cleaning use a non-
abrasive cleaner with a damp sponge.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PACKAGING

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

MINOR VARIATION

V2 

FROS28GL

FROS28SL

FROS28DA

FROS28MI

GLACIER

SLEET

DAW N

MIDNIGHT

FROS28MI  | Midnight

Technical  
Characteristics

ASTM Test  
Result

ASTM/ANSI  
Test Method 

Water Absorption %

Frost Resistance

Scratch Resistance

Chemical
Resistance

<0%

Pass

5.5

Highly
Resistant

C373

C1026

MOHS 

C650

Sheet
Size

2x8”

(48x198)

PC/
CTN

120 40 2116.00

(960.00)

Carton/
Pallet

Sqft/ctn
(Sqm/ctn)

12.27

(1.14)
490.80

(45.60)

52.90

(24.00)

Sqft/plt
(Sqm/plt)

Lbs/ctn
(Kgs/ctn)

Lbs/plt
(Kgs/plt)

* Products are individual tiles, shown in multiples of 4 to show all 

texture and glaze variants * 

* Products are wrapped in sets of 10 for stability and optimal variation. Each set con-

tains a regular pre-mixed range of all 4 glaze & texture variants *


